PROMOTIONAL PACK 2020/21

Highly acclaimed & electrifying dance theatre duet
for the outdoors & unusual spaces

Autin Dance Theatre presents ‘Dystopia’ with the support of Arts Council England,
Midlands Arts Centre – MAC, Dance Hub Birmingham, and DanceXchange.

Dystopia is a dance theatre duet for the
outdoors and unusual spaces that is
performed in the round. This jaw-dropping
and thought-provoking performance, is
exploring the themes of our human need for
connection and belonging, in opposition with
our modern anxieties based on fear and
violence. The piece speaks about the power
balance in relationships. Striking physicality
and an exciting soundscape take the
audience on an intense and emotional
journey. The show is ultimately a message
of hope and a call for our common
humanity. Featuring a fashion design twist,
and acrobatics, this dance-theatre-in-theround performance can be enjoyed by all.

“...gender defying, circus-dance hybrid.”
Stephanie Brown (London Review)

Creative Team
Director/Choreographer: Johnny Autin
Performers: Johnny Autin & Laura Vanhulle
Producer: Kirsten Tranter
Production Assistant: Annalise Cowan
Dramaturg: Neus Gil Cortes
Composer: Richard Shrewsbury
Costume Designer: Monika Jauneikaite

“Dystopia-another outstanding and hypnotic dance
piece of the highest standard.”
Darren Haywood (Birmingham Fest)

Dystopia is suitable for outdoor arts festivals, outdoor public events, shopping centres and
unusual spaces. We have been developing this performance since 2016, touring extensively across
the UK and Internationally. Audiences of all ages, and walks of life can enjoy Dystopia from
different perspectives in the round, as they attend an event or come across the spectacle by

“An explosive and memorable outdoor dance duet.”
Audience member

Promo film: HERE

Full film: HERE

“Top technique, palpable chemistry between
the dancers. Emotional energy, accessible
themes, varying tones. Vibrant music scores
and beautiful costumes.”
Audience Member (Emerge Festival 2017)

Autin Dance Theatre is an independent
arts organisation established in
Birmingham since 2013. Under the
h e l m o f D i r e c t o r / C h o r e o g ra p h e r
Johnny Autin, the Company produces
innovative and aspirational artistic
performances and provides extensive
learning and participation programmes
in the community.

“The company draws on contemporary social issues and events
making work which is beautifully crafted, accessible and relevant”.

Press and Media Coverage
HERE

Tour booking available
Spring & Summer 2021

Production information:
•

Dystopia is suitable for all ages and family audiences (target audience 8+)

•

Dystopia requires a flat and even surface space of 7 x 7 metres and access to power socket. The
company comes with its own black dance floor (MMA jigsaw puzzle mats) and PA sound system.
The Company will require event staff support for one hour to help set up the dance floor (get in/
get out).

•

Contingency; The company can perform under light rain and can easily transport the dance floor
to indoor locations with a ceiling height of 5 meters

•

Running time: 20 mins. The company can perform up to a maximum of 3 times per day

•

The performers will require a changing and warm up space.

•

People on the Road; Two performers & Production Assistant. The Production Assistant will operate
music

Audience development:
•

Wrap around activities and dance workshops available upon request, including short performance
extracts delivered at other locations. The company can perform show stopping snippets of
Dystopia to gather crowds at different times and places at the event. All our dance artists and
performers have up-to-date enhanced DBS checks and public liability insurance.

Accessibility:
•

Providing the event space in accessible, Dystopia is an accessible piece for audiences (there is no
text or spoken word in the performance). Touch tour, and live or pre–recorded audio description
is available.
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